
5. Pity Poor Kaoru
“The Possibility of Ukifune” suggested that Part Three differs
significantly from the two earlier parts of the tale. “Pity Poor Kaoru”
will pursue the question of difference further. It will briefly discuss the
way Kaoru has been received and contrast the handling of the theme
of “surrogates” in Genji’s case and his. The greater part of it will then
argue that the treatment of Kaoru and his troubles is intended above
all to elicit the reader’s pity for him, without regard to the other
characters involved, and that it employs visible artifice to this end.

A recent essay on Kaoru by Paul Schalow1 might almost concern a
comparable figure in a different book. It illustrates the gulf that can
separate divergent perspectives on the same work. Schalow placed
in strict parallel the “foundational relationship between Genji’s
parents…from which radiates the central dynamic of multiple
substitutions in the tale,” and the “new hero and…new foundational
relationship for the tale beginning in ‘Hashihime’.”2 This is the
relationship between Kaoru and the Eighth Prince, for whom, according
to Schalow, Kaoru conceives a “heroic passion.”3 Schalow wrote,
“When the Eighth Prince dies…his death reverberates throughout the
remainder of the tale in the form of another pattern of  multiple
substitutions.”4 Therefore, “At their core the Uji chapters depict
Kaoru’s attempts to keep alive the memory of his friendship with the
Eighth Prince by pursuing a displaced intimacy with the Prince’s three
daughters.”5

“Pity Poor Kaoru,” on its side, will deny that any “central dynamic of
multiple substitutions” exists in Parts One and Two of the tale, and
argue that in this regard Part Three differs strikingly from what
precedes it. In agreement with the narrative on the subject, it will take
the series of substitutions in Part Three to begin with the bond between
Kaoru and Ōigimi, the Eighth Prince’s oldest daughter, and from this
standpoint it will discuss several passages that do not appear in
Schalow’s work: those that attribute to Kaoru urgent desire for a
member of the opposite sex. Where Schalow wrote of “the chaste

1 “The Uji Chapters: Maidens of the Bridge,” in Schalow, A Poetics of Courtly Male
Friendship in Heian Japan.
2 Schalow, A Poetics of Courtly Male Friendship, 163.
3 Schalow, A Poetics of Courtly Male Friendship, 167.
4 Schalow, A Poetics of Courtly Male Friendship, 163.
5 Schalow, A Poetics of Courtly Male Friendship, 164.
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nature of Kaoru’s fascination with Ukifune,” this essay takes it as
understood that Kaoru makes love with Ukifune during their first night
together, and then presumably again when he visits her at Uji. Above
all, “Pity Poor Kaoru” will approach Kaoru’s feelings and motives from
a different direction. Rather than probe his psychology, it will question
(in concert with several contemporary Japanese scholars) the idea
that Kaoru has any coherent psychology at all.

When so many writers have discussed Kaoru in psychological terms,
although with many inevitable differences of emphasis, the idea that
he has no psychology may sound both startling and gratuitously critical
of the chapters that feature him. However, this essay does not question
the brilliance of the Uji chapters, which even without Parts One and
Two would still be the masterpiece of Heian fiction. Instead, “Pity
Poor Kaoru” represents an initial and certainly imperfect attempt to
come to grips with a significant aspect of the complex differences of
tone, range of interest, narrative method, and so on that characterize
this part of the work. One theme in Genji scholarship has to do with
interpreting motifs and passages throughout the tale in such a way
as to integrate Part Three more convincingly with what precedes it.
Schalow’s parallel between Genji and Kaoru (each with his
“foundational relationship” and his series of “multiple substitutions”)
illustrates that trend.

It is natural that many scholars should prefer to grasp the work in this
manner and so to affirm the integrity of the whole. In practice,
however, there are many reasons to find Part Three unusual. While
the repetition of the pattern discerned by Schalow gives the tale an
apparent consistency, the radical difference in content between the
two foundation relationships, and between each of these relationships
and its ensuing substitute series, only underscores how dissimilar Part
Three really is. In the immediate postwar period this part was seen as
the culmination of the tale, but current readings shun evaluation.6

Some, especially Mitani Kuniaki’s influential “Genji monogatari daisanbu
no hōhō” (1982),7 make it difficult to understand how Part Three
could be by the same author, although authorship is not an issue that
scholars raise. The relationship of Part Three to the rest of the tale
seems therefore to remain tacitly unsettled. Under these circumstances
there is reason also to identify, for the sake of argument, what makes

6 Despite perceptions of difference and vagaries of personal taste, no one seems ever to
have suggested seriously that Part Three is inferior. A passage on this issue by Charo
D’Etcheverry (Love After The Tale of Genji, 3–4) leaves an erroneous impression.
7 Mitani Kuniaki, “Genji monogatari daisanbu no hōhō.”
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this part so unlike the rest and to attempt to define the difference.
This analysis of the figure of Kaoru attempts to do so.

From Genji to Kaoru
Readers have always seen a difference between Genji and Kaoru. Later
Heian fiction writers did not imitate Genji, however much they may
have admired him. Their heroes all resemble Kaoru, in whom the author
of Sarashina nikki (mid-eleventh century) saw her ideal.8 By the end
of the Heian period Genji’s behavior with women had apparently
become an issue, since the female author of Mumyōzōshi (ca. 1200)
wrote of him, “There are many things about him that one might wish
otherwise.”9 In contrast, she wrote of Kaoru, “There is nothing about
him that one would wish to be different.”10 Her criticism of Genji
recalls the attitude adopted by the monk Chōken (1125–1203), who
condemned the tale on moral grounds in his Genji ippon kyō. In
contrast, she defended Kaoru against any sign of similar disapproval.
To someone who objected that Kaoru is not always to be trusted in
intimate situations, she replied, “That is not his fault. Women are
unfortunately much too susceptible.”11 She also cited as model women
characters (konomoshiki hito) in the tale the undoubtedly chaste but
also impossibly unattractive Suetsumuhana and Hanachirusato.12 If
the original patrons and audience of the tale had felt this way about
Genji, Murasaki Shikibu might never have been able to leave such a
hero to posterity.

From the Mumyōzōshi author’s perspective, one apparently common
in her time,13 it is Kaoru’s kokoro (“heart”) that makes him so
admirable: the thoughtfulness, tact, and steadfastness of feeling on
which the narrator insists. Still, Genji, too, was known to be thoughtful
and loyal. Perhaps the decisive difference has to do with Kaoru’s
announced reluctance to make love to a woman without her consent
and with his unfailing tact (according to the narrator) under intimate
circumstances. No such reluctance deterred Genji. Kaoru’s attitude
can be seen as the heart of what Mitani Kuniaki, in the title of his
essay on the subject, called the “Kaoru illusion” (Kaoru gensō).

8 Mitani Kuniaki, “Torawareta shisō,” 283.
9 Higuchi and Kuboki, Matsura no Miya monogatari, Mumyōzōshi, 198.
10 Higuchi and Kuboki, Matsura no Miya monogatari, Mumyōzōshi, 202.
11 Higuchi and Kuboki, Matsura no Miya monogatari, Mumyōzōshi, 202–3.
12 Higuchi and Kuboki, Matsura no Miya monogatari, Mumyōzōshi, 193.
13 Mitani Kuniaki, “Torawareta shisō,” 287.
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Surrogates and idols
An important difference between the two heroes, and between the
parts of The Tale of Genji that feature each, emerges from an analysis
of the theme of erotic surrogacy, or substitution. Sometimes in the
tale a man’s affection shifts from one woman to another when the
first passes beyond his reach, and the second woman then becomes
to him a replacement, or surrogate, for the first. As Schalow pointed
out, this motif appears at the very beginning of the tale.

Genji loses his mother while he is still too young to remember her. His
father, the reigning emperor, eventually marries Fujitsubo because she
looks so like Genji’s mother, and this resemblance fascinates Genji
when he learns of it. Fujitsubo is sixteen when she comes to the
palace, and Genji eleven. Puberty therefore separates them, but only
provisionally. Nonetheless, as noted in “The Disaster of the Third
Princess,” Genji’s father encourages close contact between the two.
He says to Fujitsubo:

For some reason it seems right to me that he should take you for his
mother. Do not think him uncivil. Just be kind to him. His face and
eyes are so like hers that your own resemblance to her makes it look
quite natural.14

Soon the young Genji “lost no chance offered by the least flower or
autumn leaf to let her know in his childish way how much he liked
her.”15 At his tender age he is already courting her, and eventually
he will make love with her: first out of the reader’s sight, then visibly
in “Wakamurasaki,” when he is eighteen and Fujitsubo twenty-three.
The image of his mother, merging into that of his father’s empress,
gives his love for Fujitsubo the authority almost of destiny and a
compelling power that ennobles his desperate transgression.

Fujitsubo is beyond the adult Genji’s reach, except for rare, furtive
moments that cause her intense distress; hence his excitement when
he comes across a girl of about ten who resembles her
(“Wakamurasaki”). He instantly and explicitly understands why the
girl so attracts him, and the attraction is confirmed when he discovers
that she is Fujitsubo’s niece. Thus he defines for the reader the motif
of erotic substitution associated with the tale.

14 TTG, 15; GM 1:44.
15 TTG, 15; GM 1:44.
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Norma Field made this motif a “central part of her study” of The Tale
of Genji,16 and her particular emphasis on it has encouraged writers
on the tale in English to take its validity for granted. It has been cited
repeatedly to assert that all the women with whom Genji enters into
love relationships are in one way or another, directly or indirectly,
surrogates for Fujitsubo and, through her, for Genji’s mother. However,
nothing explicit in the narrative supports this reading, which is not
current in Japanese scholarship.17 On the contrary, the narrative
distinguishes the link (for Genji) between Fujitsubo and Murasaki from
that between Fujitsubo and any other woman by giving it, twice, a
particular name: murasaki no yukari. The narrative does not explicitly
extend this “murasaki tie” either backwards from Fujitsubo to Genji’s
mother, or forwards from Fujitsubo and Murasaki to the Third Princess.
In practice, however, scholars accept that to varying degrees the
murasaki no yukari, which according to the letter of the text involves
only Fujitsubo and Murasaki, links all four.

With respect to Fujitsubo and the murasaki no yukari proper, the young,
naive Genji of the earliest chapters might well believe that, if only he
had Fujitsubo, he would never again look at another woman. However,
he would probably not remain exclusively faithful to her if he did. As
it is, nothing connects her to his other affairs, for which the narrative
suggests other sources of inspiration. For example, the vistas opened
for him by the “rainy night conversation” (“Hahakigi”) prompt his
adventure with Utsusemi and his pursuit of Suetsumuhana, which
itself parodies a passage of that same conversation and is also driven
by rivalry with his friend Tō no Chūjō. The narrative never links Yūgao,
Rokujō, or Oborozukiyo to Genji’s preoccupation with Fujitsubo. Having
established the motif of the erotic surrogate, it therefore strictly limits
its range and presents a gallery of other affairs unrelated to it. The
motif of erotic substitution outside the extended murasaki no yukari
series appears only once, briefly, in Part One. In “Hotaru” Genji pleads
with Tamakazura because to him (intoxicated as he already is with
desire) she looks so like her mother, Yūgao. However, nothing further
happens.

This is the extent of the “surrogate” motif in Part One and (counting
the Third Princess) Part Two. In Part Three, the word for what sounds

16 Okada, Figures of Resistance, 357, n. 31. Field described Utsusemi, Yūgao, and
Suetsumuhana as “substitutes” and Oborozukiyo as a “surrogate” for Fujitsubo (The
Splendor of Longing, 31).
17 Takahashi Tōru did not even mention it in a long chapter (entitled “‘Yukari’ to ‘katashiro’:
Genji monogatari no tōji hō”) of his Genji monogatari no shigaku.
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in English like the same motif changes from yukari to katashiro. The
narrative in the Uji chapters describes Ukifune three times (from Kaoru’s
perspective) as a katashiro for Ōigimi. Yukari and katashiro are not
synonyms.18 Shirane translated the first as “link” and the second as
“doll, substitute.”19 The first therefore designates an association
between persons, and the second a more or less impersonal, or
depersonalized, object.20 Katashiro is all but synonymous with hitogata
and nademono, both of which also describe Ukifune in relation to
Ōigimi, seen from Kaoru’s point of view. All three refer to a human
effigy (of paper or some other material) that is first rubbed (nade-)
against the body, in order to transfer impurities into it, and then sent
floating away down a stream or out to sea. Among these three terms,
only hitogata occurs, once, before Part Three. In Genji’s next-to-last
poem in “Suma” it refers directly to such an effigy.21

The Uji chapters therefore give the surrogate motive a new, sharper
outline, and a character at once more tangible and less personal. After
Ōigimi’s death, Kaoru becomes infatuated instead with her younger
sister Nakanokimi, who suddenly looks and sounds to him just like
her. When his dangerously indiscreet attentions threaten her marriage
to the jealous Niou, she deflects them by telling him about Ukifune, a
younger half-sister unknown to the reader, to Kaoru, and, until recently,
even to herself. The way she steers Kaoru toward the abruptly invented
Ukifune betrays the kind of plot manipulation inevitable in any fiction,
but never so obvious in Parts One and Two. Kaoru then spies on
Ukifune, sees that she resembles Ōigimi, and pursues her instead. In
the next-to-last chapter (“Tenarai”) the author extends the surrogate
motif even further. Kannon’s miraculous intervention brings Ukifune
to the nun of Ono as a surrogate for the nun’s late daughter, and the

18 Takahashi Tōru (Genji monogatari no shigaku, 268) discussed the conflation of the two
and concluded that it is not entirely wrong, but he nonetheless stressed that yukari and
katashiro are not the same.
19 Shirane, The Bridge of Dreams, 155.
20 Earl Miner (“The Heroine,” 67) recognized this tendency toward depersonalization when
he wrote, “To [Kaoru], Ukifune is not very much more than a katami, a surrogate, an
inferior substitution for something in the past…But it is…questionable to treat a person as
a katami for another person, since such treatment depersonalizes.” Miner gave katami
(“memento”), a word that does not actually appear in the text in this connection, the force
of katashiro as discussed here.
21 Takahashi, Genji monogatari no shigaku, 283; TTG, 252; GM 2:217. Shirane discussed
katashiro and hitokata, and ideas concerning their thematic implications, in The Bridge of
Dreams, 155–6, and 242, n. 10. These implications go beyond anything that yukari could
suggest.
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nun urges Ukifune on her late daughter’s widower as a surrogate for
his wife.

The more this motif recurs in Part Three, the more depersonalized the
surrogate herself becomes. Kaoru professes the highest respect for
Ōigimi, but after her death he assimilates the living Nakanokimi to his
remembered image of her. Ukifune then appears when Kaoru laments
to Nakanokimi that he longs to “make a doll [hitogata] in [Ōigimi’s]
likeness…and pursue my devotions before [it].”22 Thus Ukifune enters
the story as a doll memento of someone else.

Genji’s evolving relationship with Murasaki, his murasaki no yukari link
with Fujitsubo, takes the opposite course. In Part One, he delights in
her intrinsic quality and repeatedly loses sight of how closely she
resembles Fujitsubo. Rediscovering this resemblance turns him not
toward idolatrous worship of a memory, but toward growing
recognition of Murasaki’s own worth. Fujitsubo dies in “Usugumo.”
Near the end of the next chapter, “Asagao,” Genji and Murasaki are
looking out over their moonlit, snow-covered garden.

Leaning forward a little that way to look out, [Murasaki] was lovelier
than any woman in the world. The sweep of her hair, her face,
suddenly brought back to him most wonderfully the figure of the lady
he had loved, and his heart, which had been somewhat divided, turned
again to her [Murasaki] alone.23

Genji’s heart has been “divided” not by the memory of Fujitsubo, but
by his failed courtship of Princess Asagao. When Murasaki’s pose
recalls “the lady he had loved” (Fujitsubo), he understands that
Murasaki, in her own person, gives him all he had ever wanted from
Fujitsubo, and he renounces his thoughts of Asagao. That night
Fujitsubo comes to him in a dream, angry and accusing, and he
awakens in anguish. The meaning of this dream is debated, but at any
rate, Fujitsubo disappears at this point from the narrative. Thereafter
she belongs to the past, and however cruelly Genji may fail in Part
Two to understand Murasaki, he treats her fully as herself, not as a
stand-in for someone else. In contrast, Kaoru ends up worshiping an
idol.

For Ukifune, the process of objectification continues as the end of the
book approaches. Unlike Ōigimi and Nakanokimi, who are both
princesses, she is the child of an illicit affair. Because her father refused

22 TTG, 954; GM 5:448.
23 TTG, 374; GM 2:494. This passage is quoted also in “Genji and Murasaki.”
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to recognize her, she grew up in the household of a provincial governor
and so ranks far below her half-sisters. Kaoru accordingly treats her
as a mistress and visits her when he has time. Despite his
preoccupation with her, she remains nothing to him in herself. Then
she disappears, to end up at Ono, where the Ono nun’s former
son-in-law pursues her like a stalker, without even knowing who she
is. After she becomes a nun, a glimpse of her at her devotions only
spurs him on, and he decides that he will have her.24 She has become
a mere sex object.

In “Kagerō,” after Ukifune’s disappearance, Kaoru similarly
depersonalizes his wife. The First Princess preoccupies him, and he
has recently managed to spy on her unseen. He saw her seated among
her women (who include his mistress, the gentlewoman Kozaishō),
wearing only transparent silk gauze in the summer heat and holding a
piece of ice. The sight so stirred him that he now seeks to replicate
it at home by dressing his wife (also a princess) in similar gauze, which
she never normally wears, and having her, too, hold a bit of ice. Thus
he turns her into a doll of the First Princess. Unfortunately, his wife
has never interested him, and to his chagrin, this simulacrum of an
erotic vision purloined elsewhere still leaves him unmoved.

Kaoru’s behavior in this scene can be understood not unreasonably to
demean both his wife and himself, although the scene also offers the
possibility of cruel humor. Mitani Kuniaki remarked that in a world as
pervaded as the Uji chapters by “liminality” or “ambiguity,” any scene
may turn at any moment, intentionally or not, into farce,25 a breath
of which may be felt here. However, the gauze and ice hint at the
chief effect probably intended. Taken together, these material props
constitute a device that figures in the three erotic scenes discussed
below. It distracts the reader’s attention from the unhappiness of the
woman in order to focus it solely on Kaoru’s feelings. Nothing the
woman herself says or does damps Kaoru’s ardor; the prop does that.
In three of the four cases (as here), and perhaps in all of them, it means
something particular to him alone. Once the narrator focuses the
reader’s attention on this object, through Kaoru’s present or reminiscing
gaze, the woman in the scene no longer matters. Kaoru is alone with
his disappointment, and the reader is free to pity him.

24 TTG, 1104; GM 6:352.
25 Mitani, “Genji monogatari daisanbu no hōhō,” 92.
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Pity poor Kaoru
All the characters in Parts One and Two appear to have the narrator’s
respect and, usually, her sympathy. She does not mock or belittle even
the villainous Kokiden Consort of Genji’s early years; and if the Akashi
Novice’s ways are sometimes amusing, the intensity of his ambition
for a daughter so vital to Genji’s future, and the divine sanction this
ambition enjoys, restore his dignity. Despite the comedy around her,
Suetsumuhana retains her stature as a princess and as a human being.
Even the randy Dame of Staff has wit and accomplishment that narrow
her absurdity to that single obsession and otherwise suggest personal
distinction. In amorous relationships the narrator never demeans Genji,
even if at times she deplores his behavior, and her women, such as
the vividly complex Utsusemi, are convincingly alive. The Uji chapters
are not like this.

Contrasting passages from “Yomogiu” and “Agemaki” illustrate the
difference. In “Yomogiu,” Suetsumuhana’s aunt presses her destitute
niece to accompany her to Kyushu as a governess for her children.
Suetsumuhana replies mainly with silence, but her ancient, starving
women beg her to say yes, as does her foster sister Jijū. However,
Suetsumuhana will not compromise her dignity as a princess or
abandon the property left her by her father, and she blindly trusts Genji
to honor his word and rescue her in the end. No, she finally says aloud,
“I just want to fade away as I am.”26 Her guiding interests differ
completely from her women’s, but neither she nor the narrator on her
behalf blames them for feeling as they do. No wonder they long to
leave a house that is collapsing around them. Jijū, who has no sensible
choice but to go, still understands that her mistress should prefer to
stay, and Suetsumuhana, heartbroken by Jijū’s departure, refrains
from reproaching her. Instead, she hunts through her meager
possessions for a suitable parting gift.

Perhaps the similar situation in “Agemaki” parodies the earlier one.
Ōigimi, also a princess, likes Kaoru, but out of loyalty to what she
believes were her late father wishes she refuses to marry him and
move to the capital. If she goes on this way she will risk
Suetsumuhana’s fate. Her old governess (Ben, now a nun) replies at
length with sentiments just as reasonable as the women’s protests to
Suetsumuhana. No one with Ōigimi’s best interests at heart (as the
world commonly and sensibly understands such interests) could
possibly speak otherwise. To Ōigimi, however, her words are “repellant

26 TTG, 306; GM 2:340.
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and offensive.” To silence Ben she lies face down on the floor.
Naturally the other women of the household, too, hope that she will
accept her distinguished suitor, just as they hope that Nakanokimi will
marry Niou. However, the narrator dismisses them repeatedly as
ignorant, selfish, officious, base-minded nuisances. There seems to
be no communication at all between the sisters and their women; nor,
on this issue, is there any between the sisters themselves, or between
Ōigimi and Kaoru.

Others have noted this failure or refusal of communication between
the characters in the Uji chapters. Amanda Stinchecum wrote in her
study of “Ukifune”:

While in Woolf’s novel [To the Lighthouse] we see the continuity of
thought and feeling between one character and another, in “Ukifune”
the uniformity of diction reveals disjunctions in thought,
misunderstandings, and, even in dialogue, a lack of receptiveness, a
turning away from each other.27

“Continuity of thought and feeling between one character and another”
is as present especially in Part One of The Tale of Genji as it is in To
the Lighthouse, and as absent from the Uji chapters in general as it is
from “Ukifune” in particular. The effect of this shift in narrative
character can be compared loosely to a contrast noted by the narrator
in Marcel Proust’s À la recherche du temps perdu.

Having seen a young woman encouraging her female lover to desecrate
an image of her (the young woman’s) father, the narrator observes:

It is behind the footlights of a Paris theatre and not under the homely
lamp of an actual country house that one expects to see a girl
encouraging a friend to spit upon the portrait of a father who has lived
and died for her alone; and when we find in real life a desire for
melodramatic effect, it is generally sadism that is responsible for it.28

“A Paris theatre” translates théâtres de boulevard, places of popular
entertainment that favor the lurid or melodramatic.29 The comparison
suggested here involves neither sadism nor any notion that the Uji
chapters actually are melodrama. Rather, it appeals to a general feature
of mélodrame as understood in French: stress on calculatedly pathetic

27 Stinchecum, “Who Tells the Tale?”, 388.
28 Proust, Remembrance of Things Past 1:178–9, and À la recherche du temps perdu
1:161.
29 Specifically, the drama typical of the popular theaters along the Boulevard du Temple,
before Haussmann’s redesign of Paris in 1862 destroyed them.
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effect.30 The shift in question is therefore one from apparent
naturalness to visible artifice, or from convincingly natural emotion to
affective states dramatically unfamiliar enough to strain comprehension.
It also recalls the Chief Equerry’s distinction, in “Hahakigi,” between
paintings of “commonplace mountains and streams, the everyday
shapes of houses, all looking just as one knows them to be,” and of
“things like Mount Hōrai, raging leviathans amid stormy seas…or the
faces of invisible demons.”31 The former corresponds to Proust’s
“under the homely lamp of an actual country house,” and the latter
to his “girl encouraging a friend to spit upon the portrait of a father
who has lived and died for her alone.”

Ōigimi’s feelings about marriage to Kaoru illustrate the latter. Despite
refusing to marry him, she still feels such possibilities of spiritual
communion with him that she wants to have her younger sister turn
away her suitor, Niou, and marry Kaoru instead. “I feel as though I
should then be with both,” she explains to Ben, “and our two hearts,
hers and mine, would be one in her.”32 She means to unite herself
with Kaoru after all, but through her sister. As Norma Field put it: “An
extraordinary vision, this: shrouded and thus invisible in her sister’s
body, Ōigimi will be able to see (possess) Kaoru’s and conclude a
marriage of true minds.”33 Although heartrending in its desperate
ingenuity, Ōigimi’s imagined solution to her dilemma is also as
impenetrable in practice as the rage and hatred of Proust’s young
woman. Suggesting as it does a degree of artifice, it therefore reveals,
on the underside of the author’s expertly woven brocade, the threads
of intention that lead to Kaoru’s agonizingly chaste night with
Nakanokimi and then maneuver Ōigimi, Nakanokimi, and Kaoru through
it.

Discussions of Ōigimi, as of Kaoru and other characters in the Uji
chapters, generally approach her from a psychological perspective,
thus treating her as an autonomous agent whose refusal to marry
Kaoru and subsequent death from self-starvation can be explained
from what the narrator reveals, more or less transparently, about her.
However, it is also possible to view what she says, does, or feels, as
well as what she knows about the attitudes and intentions of others,
from the standpoint of plot construction. Being relatively isolated from

30 Stress on pathetic effect is central to such generally available definitions of mélodrame
as that given in Dictionnaire historique de la langue française.
31 TTG, 27; GM 169–70.
32 TTG, 880; GM 5:248.
33 Field, The Splendor of Longing, 242–3.
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one another, the characters in the Uji chapters are available to be
manipulated for the purpose of achieving a desired effect. The analysis
of Kaoru will pursue this theme of disassociation not only between
characters, but between elements of individual personality.

Ōigimi’s father makes it clear to Kaoru that he hopes Kaoru will look
after his daughters after he is gone (“Hashihime”). In Part Two
(“Wakana One”), Retired Emperor Suzaku similarly asks Genji to look
after his favorite daughter, the Third Princess. He means that Genji
should marry her, as Genji does. Kaoru apparently understands Ōigimi’s
father to mean the same thing, especially since he contemplates taking
possession of both. He and the reader are therefore entitled to believe
that if he marries Ōigimi, he will do so with her father’s posthumous
approval. As Ben’s lengthy reply to Ōigimi shows, the whole household
believes that Ōigimi’s father desired this marriage, having heard him
say “often enough that, should [Kaoru] be so inclined, he would very
gladly see [Ōigimi] that well settled.”34

However, Ōigimi knows nothing of this. She believes that her father
merely warned his daughters against taking any rash step in the
direction of marriage, lest they court shame and misfortune, and she
is unaware that he ever favored her accepting Kaoru. To her, the notion
of marriage is therefore dangerous and unauthorized.35 She accepts
that her father counted on Kaoru to look after them materially, but
she recognizes no connection between material support and marriage.
This makes her unique in the tale. The purpose of her misapprehension
therefore seems to be an impasse designed for pathetic effect.

Personal feeling on either side furthers the impasse. Each feels a
community of spirit with the other, encouraged by the high-minded
sentiments that Kaoru professes both to Ōigimi and to himself.
However, Kaoru also desires her sexually, while for her, sexual relations
(marriage) are out of the question. On this level, neither has the
slightest comprehension of the other. To secure the impasse, and to
drive Ōigimi to mortal despair, the author must ensure that Kaoru never
achieves with Ōigimi what Genji’s son Yūgiri does with Princess Ochiba
(“Yūgiri”).

34 TTG, 880; GM 5:249.
35 The issue of parental authorization is discussed in Tyler, “Marriage, Rank and Rape in
The Tale of Genji.” Many other explanations have been offered. See Bargen, A Woman’s
Weapon, 194–205; Field, The Splendor of Longing, 235–50; and Shirane, The Bridge of
Dreams, 141–4. Kekkon kyohi (rejection of marriage) is a theme in Japanese scholarship
on the tale; see Takada, Genji monogatari no bungakushi,164–89, especially 173–80.
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Princess Ochiba, the widow of Yūgiri’s friend Kashiwagi, resists Yūgiri
when he pursues her. She has no parental authorization to accept him,
and she also knows that Kashiwagi found her unattractive. This,
together with her age, convinces her that she is in any case too
unsightly to remarry. However, Yūgiri perseveres. His first attempt to
make love with her ends badly when she escapes through a door he
cannot open, and his prolonged presence in the house, at night,
nonetheless convinces outsiders that he has succeeded. The shock
kills her mother, weakened as she already is by illness. Eventually, he
more or less corners her in a room where she cowers with a robe over
her head, sweeps the robe aside, and accomplishes his purpose at
last. The act constitutes the marriage he desired, and it saves her.
She would have been lost otherwise.

The same outcome would serve Ōigimi equally well. Kaori would not
fail her. The mechanism that moves her toward death therefore sums
up the purposeful desolation of these chapters as fully as her death
itself. Critical to this mechanism is Kaoru’s sexual tact, discretion, or
diffidence. The shining Genji was so daring and resourceful in love,
and in sexual relations so quick to act, that the Mumyōzōshi author
objected to him. Kaoru’s compunction can seem admirable in
comparison. Some readers may also feel an affinity with him because
of his slips and failures in the intimate situations that are so important
to us all and that do not always go smoothly.

The Mumyōzōshi author was probably thinking especially of Kaoru’s
“hope that in time [Ōigimi, who has just frustrated his advances] would
yield to him on her own.”36 She presumably accepted the narrator’s
repeated assurances that Kaoru is kind, steadfast, thoughtful, tactful,
and deeply pious. However, it is possible to ask whether Kaoru really
is what he seems, and even whether a coherent Kaoru exists at all. If
none does, then Kaoru’s reason for not taking the decisive initiative
with Ōigimi comes into question. The author then fosters the “Kaoru
illusion” by focusing the reader’s whole sympathy on him, as on a
beloved child at odds with the world, and weaves her narrative so as
to make him suffer repeatedly as the innocent victim of fate, birth, ill
luck, or misunderstanding. To achieve this pathetic effect she leaves
visible threads of intention on the underside of her weave.

Mitani Kuniaki stated in his “Genji monogatari daisanbu no hōhō” that
Part Three (especially the Uji chapters) throws the “myth of unity” of
character into question and that Kaoru’s character, in particular, is

36 TTG, 875; GM 5:235.
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“dispersed” and without central meaning. “Speech, interior monologue,
the unconscious, and so on,” he wrote, “lose their unity, disperse,
and enter into ‘dialogue’ with one another.”37 More recently, Kanda
Tatsumi noted similarly that Kaoru knows nothing about himself
because his self is “hollowed out” (an expression borrowed from Mitani)
and lacks any foundation. As a result, Kanda wrote, the narrator is
obliged at times to supply, in her own comments, a psychology of
which Kaoru himself knows nothing.38 This Kaoru is therefore not
psychologically conceived. He dissolves as a character if the reader
ceases to commiserate with him. His apparent psychological complexity
can then be described as an illusion created by the many ways devised
by the author to renew the reader’s sympathy for him. Seen in this
light, he has iconographic attributes rather than psychological traits.
These include, among other things, seriousness, piety, dilatoriness,
and subjection to desire. They are not psychologically integrated.

This lack of integration extends to Kaoru’s love life. Many readers
must have wondered why he never successfully consummates a
relationship either with Ōigimi or with her younger sister. His failure,
which seems at first to resemble Genji’s with Princess Asagao, could
almost be seen as an elaboration on it. Asagao and Ōigimi both like
the gentleman well enough but resolutely reject his advances. Both
distrust men (Asagao distrusts Genji especially), and both come to
suspect their gentlewomen of conniving against them. Kaoru claims
to be waiting for Ōigimi’s assent, while Genji, who is “biding his time”
until “his devoted attentions…soften [Asagao] toward him,” “seems
never to have considered forcibly breaking her resistance.”39 This
uncharacteristic discretion makes him resemble Kaoru after all.
However, the two diverge on a critical point. Although Genji likes
Asagao, he is not in love with her. He has been courting her for other
reasons, and desire is not one of them.

Kaoru, however, desires Ōigimi, if the narrator is to be believed.
Nevertheless, he holds back when he has his one great chance with
her, and again with her sister. The narrator insists that he does so
because he is so much nicer, kinder, and so on than anyone else, but
these protestations are not entirely convincing. Perhaps he has low
libido, for example, or some other condition that discourages him
unusually easily. The homoerotic feeling for the Uji sisters’ father

37 Mitani, “Genji monogatari daisanbu no hōhō,” 94.
38 Kanda, “‘Kaoru’ no bunretsu o genzen saseru tasō na kotoba,” 115.
39 TTG, 380; GM 3:20.
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mentioned by Doris Bargen40 and strongly implied by Paul Schalow
suggests that possibility. However, even though this reading makes
sense with respect to that single relationship, nothing elsewhere in
the narrative encourages extending it further.

Mitani Kuniaki suggested another way to solve the problem of Kaoru’s
diffidence. He argued that Kaoru’s admiration for the Eighth Prince led
him to elaborate for himself a “superego” identified with the Eighth
Prince’s purely spiritual nature and to attribute the same nature to his
daughters, who to him were extensions of their father. Since no
physical desire for Ōigimi or Nakanokimi could then be legitimate,
Kaoru’s “superego” intervened to quell it whenever it arose. Mitani’s
theory does not acknowledge the narrative’s explanations, discussed
below, for Kaoru’s failure to act. It also requires a psychology more
coherent than the one Mitani himself attributed to Kaoru when he
reasserted in this article the disparate nature of Kaoru’s character. He
wrote that Kaoru’s conversation, unvoiced thoughts, behavior,
unconscious, and physical person all diverge in different directions.41

No such character could have either psychology or autonomy. He could
not function at all unless his creator manipulated his disparate parts
so as to make them work together toward particular ends.

According to the narrator, Kaoru’s desire for Ōigimi and then
Nakanokimi is compelling, and he certainly seems capable of possessing
Ukifune as soon as she comes into his hands (“Azumaya”).42 His
relationship with the gentlewoman Kozaishō (“Kagerō”) appears to be
straightforward. Perhaps his last-minute discretion with Ōigimi and
Nakanokimi indeed proves that he is as kind as the narrator claims
and, in the service of his tact, as fully the master of his ardor. But
perhaps it does not.

The first two scenes of all-but-intimacy between Kaoru and Ōigimi or
Nakanokimi occur in “Agemaki,” and the third in “Yadorigi.” Each
dramatizes the discrepancy between Kaoru’s pious intentions and the
behavior to which desire drives him. Each also offers, to a greater or
lesser degree, the same possibility of mocking comedy as the scene
in which Kaoru dresses his wife up in silk gauze and has her hold a

40 Bargen, “The Search for Things Past in the Genji monogatari,” 192.
41 Mitani, “Torawareta shisō,” 296.
42 The text says nothing explicit about what goes on during the first night that Kaoru
spends with Ukifune. However, in order to claim full possession of her, as he certainly
does, he would have to have intercourse with her; and what the narrator says about his
desire for Ōigimi and Nakanokimi suggests that he is capable of doing so. He may not
excite or satisfy Ukifune like Niou, but he does seem to be her lover.
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piece of ice. That phantom element of comedy is detectable as well
in a fourth scene (“Agemaki”) in which Ōigimi keeps a locked door
between herself and Kaoru, despite Kaoru’s entreaties, even as Niou,
inside the house, makes love to Nakanokimi. The circumstances
throughout are intricately manipulated.

Kaoru and Ōigimi
The first scene43 starts with Kaoru longing merely (or so he believes)
to spend the night in quiet conversation with Ōigimi. Monogatari su
(“chat”), like the more common katarau, is a cover expression for
lovemaking, but the narrator has him take it literally. However, Ōigimi
detects in his manner a “vague irritation” (monouramigachi naru
on-keshiki) that may portend something else. She is reluctant to receive
him, but he has always been so kind that she does so nonetheless,
after taking care to protect herself and keep the place well lit. He
complains, then makes himself at home and is soon thinking “how
silly it [is] of him, with no more than a screen and a blind between
them, to remain so slow to act on his ardent desire.”

This callous “silly” (okogamashiku) counters the thoughtfulness for
which Kaoru is known and extends a pattern, initiated by the
complaints mentioned, that pervades these scenes: a layered alternation
of tact and petulance, generosity and self-pitying anger. Such mood
shifts occur in living people, too, but in Kaoru’s case the alternation
continues as though the narrator highlighted now one iconographic
attribute, now another; or as though Kaoru were a puppet in a split
costume, red and blue, and the puppeteer displayed now one side,
now the other. As Suzuki Hideo observed, Kaoru’s self-justifications
“sound reasonable but make no sense.”44 Throughout the Uji chapters
Kaoru vacillates in the same way between pious sentiment and helpless
subjection to erotic longings. Noting this phenomenon, Mitani observed
that it is useless to search the Uji chapters for any deepening of theme
or characterization. Kaoru remains the same from beginning to end.
Mitani called this a manifestation of the “absence” that characterizes
Part Three.45

When Ōigimi moves to retire, Kaoru reproves her, sweeps aside the
screen between them, enters the room, and seizes her skirts. Furious,
she accuses him of appalling behavior. He bitterly protests injured
innocence, but nothing in Parts One and Two supports him: violation

43 TTG, 874–7 GM 5:232–9.
44 Suzuki Hideo, “Kaoru ni okeru dōshin to shūshin,” 536.
45 Mitani, “Genji monogatari daisanbu no hōhō,” 90.
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of a woman’s privacy and claims of innocent intentions are mutually
contradictory. He has already crossed the line, and in a moment he
will go further: “By the intriguingly dim lamplight he swept her
streaming hair aside and looked at her face.” If there is anywhere in
The Tale of Genji a genuine example of what Richard Bowring called
“visual rape,”46 this is it. A kind, tactful Kaoru genuinely intent on
respecting her wishes could not possibly do such a thing. The effect
on her self-esteem is devastating, as the narrative shows later on, but
he goes on nonetheless to congratulate himself for not having done
what any “lustful man” would have done in his place. His sentiments
call on the reader to admire his restraint, but his actions make them
unintelligible. While he tries to soothe her feelings, she silently laments
that he has now seen, “caught in the lamplight,” the grey she wears
in mourning for her late father. This thought, too, is pure misery.

The room contains also her father’s altar, with its conventional
offerings of star anise (shikimi) and burning incense. Decorously from
his standpoint, perhaps, but suggestively from the reader’s, Kaoru
places a curtain between them and the altar, and then lies down beside
her. Has the moment come after all? No, this time the incense and
the scent of star anise trouble him, to whom (the narrator reminds us)
the Buddha means so much. “Especially now when she is still in
mourning,” he says to himself, “struggling to regain his composure,
any thoughtless concession to my impatience would be an offense
against what I aspired to first [a life of Buddhist renunciation].” In
other words, his alleged respect for Ōigimi’s wishes, and her obvious
distress, restrain him less than the Buddhist fragrances wafting about
him and the grey of her robes, both of which recall his own pious
aspirations, and both of which he should have foreseen from the start.
Despite the pathos in this collision between eros and piety, the piety
may also look naïve and selfish. The night ends with a picture of the
pair looking out together at a poignant dawn sky.

For Kaoru it is the incense smoke and those grey robes, rather than
respect for Ōigimi, that live on in mind as the reason he went no
further. However, they do not deter him from trying once more. The
next scene begins, “[Kaoru], too eager to await the ninth month when
[Ōigimi] would no longer wear the mourning he had felt obliged to
respect, now came again.”47

46 Bowring, Murasaki Shikibu: The Tale of Genji, 13.
47 TTG, 878–83; GM 5:243–56.
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Kaoru and Nakanokimi (1)
Ben’s remonstrances to Ōigimi and Ōigimi’s plan to steer Kaoru toward
Nakanokimi prepare this scene. Never mind Ōigimi’s mourning; Kaoru
cannot wait. If he were psychologically conceived, his resolve to act
decisively this time would be obvious, even before Ōigimi refuses to
receive him and he says to Ben, “Then tonight you must find me a
way to steal in to where she is sleeping.” However, precedent in these
chapters suggests something unexpected, something that purports to
demonstrate Kaoru’s goodwill and invites commiseration with him.

Kaoru enters the room and finds there a single recumbent figure. She
is not Ōigimi. The two sisters always sleep together, and the vigilant
Ōigimi, who hears him coming, slips away without a word while her
sister sleeps on. The scene seems to parody the one in which Utsusemi
slips away just before Genji’s arrival, leaving him the sleeping Nokiba
no Ogi (“Utsusemi”). That episode is unmistakable, engaging comedy.
This scene, too, offers a ghost of comedy, but with a mocking flavor.
While Utsusemi escapes with her self-respect intact into another part
of the house, Ōigimi has nowhere to go beyond that same room and
so is reduced to hiding between a screen and the wall. In anguish she
watches Nakanokimi wake up, horrified, while Kaoru lies down beside
her. Infuriated by Ōigimi’s treachery and reluctant at the same time
to leave Nakanokimi to anyone else, Kaoru nonetheless refrains from
possessing her because he still wants to assure himself possession of
Ōigimi first. The “Utsusemi” scene is charmingly simple in comparison
with this labyrinth of scheming and calculated desire.

“On this resolve he spent the night, as before [with Ōigimi], in sweet
and amusing conversation” (okashiku natsukashiki sama ni kataraite
akashi-tamaitsu). It is a disarming picture, except that under the surface
Nakanokimi is still miserable, Kaoru is still furious, and Ōigimi spends
the entire night cowering ignominiously behind the screen. There is
nothing wrong with taking this scene as the author apparently meant
it to be taken, but there is also no denying, on reflection, that the
elements in it cast unpleasant shadows. Meanwhile, the women of
the household cackle to each other like a flock of hens (the narrator’s
touch) about what they mistakenly think is going on. The next morning,
Ben is “dumbfounded and filled with pity” when Kaoru gives her an
account of the night. He says he wants to die and assures her that
he would, if only the memory of the sisters’ loving father did not make
him reluctant to abandon them even now. To drive home his hurt and
self-pity, the narrative gives him a particularly cruel dig at the hapless
Ōigimi. “I gather that [Niou] is unashamedly pursuing [Nakanokimi],”
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he says, “and I suppose [Ōigimi] feels that she might as well reach as
high as she can.”

The end of Ōigimi’s story
The drama continues in the same spirit48 when Kaoru, who has
repeatedly considered appropriating both sisters, decides instead to
bring his friend Niou (understood to be the next heir apparent) into the
game. His silent calculations on the issue, and his banter with Niou,
are confusing not only in themselves, but also in the light of what the
reader already knows about him, Niou, and Ōigimi. The maneuvers,
delusions, and deceptions that follow belong indeed on the stage of
a théâtre de boulevard. The only figure to emerge satisfied from it all
is Niou: secretly introduced into the Uji house by Ben, at Kaoru’s order,
he enjoys a gratifying night with Nakanokimi. By the time he and Kaoru
leave again, Nakanokimi is no longer on speaking terms with her sister,
Ōigimi is beside herself with outrage at Kaoru’s behavior, and Kaoru,
wounded and pleading, has spent the night locked out of the house.

All this ends with Ōigimi making up her mind to die.49 However, she
still loves Kaoru. “I cannot possibly keep him away,” she reflects,
“now that he is close beside me and knows everything about me, but
even so, what seems to be strong affection would fade on both sides
with familiarity and end in misery and grief.” Kaoru “knows everything
about” her because he has seen and touched her face. To Ōigimi they
are therefore as nearly married as, once, Kaoru nearly succeeded in
marrying her. The author has brought her theme of tragically failed
love almost to its conclusion. There remains only for Ōigimi to die of
self-starvation with Kaoru beside her and for Kaoru, beautiful and
endlessly affecting in his grief, to mourn.

Kaoru and Nakanokimi (2)
Kaoru goes on to a transitional involvement with Nakanokimi and
subsequent preoccupation with Ukifune. His intimate scene with
Nakanokimi50 follows the pattern of the one with Ōigimi. Once, he
assured both Ōigimi and himself that he could not possibly shift his
affections to Nakanokimi, whom the narrative presented as quite
distinct from her sister. After Ōigimi’s death, however, he notices that
Nakanokimi looks and sounds just like her, so that he remains on the
same path as before. In other respects, too, he remains the same. The

48 TTG, 884–7; GM 5:261–8.
49 TTG, 907–9; GM 5:323–30.
50 TTG, 946–8; GM 5:423–30.
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rashness, the self-pitying reproaches, the cutting accusations reappear
in his scene with Nakanokimi, layered between talk of his tact and his
good intentions; and so, too, does the phantom of mocking humor. A
hip band that Nakanokimi wears because she is pregnant plays this
time the role of Ōigimi’s mourning grey.

The major difference between the two scenes is the folly of the second.
Decisiveness with Ōigimi might have saved her life, but success with
Nakanokimi could destroy hers. Niou, to whom Nakanokimi is now
married, is already suspicious of her relationship with Kaoru. Despite
her unhappiness over Niou’s recent marriage also to a daughter of
Yūgiri, she is better off than she would have been had she remained
at Uji. Kaoru’s paroxysm of desire risks wrecking what she has, and
it is so intense that he forgets Niou completely. “Think what this will
look like to other people!” she cries out in protest at the liberties he
is taking; to which he retorts, “Why should anyone mind…Just
remember that other time! Your sister approved, after all!” The
thoughtful Kaoru has taken leave of his senses. This time he goes
further than he did with Ōigimi, since he actually gets his hands under
Nakanokimi’s clothes. As the narrator observes, “The scene was not
of the kind one may dwell on at length.” That is how he discovers the
hip band (worn by a pregnant woman) that she has on; whereupon
“the rare tact that was always his, even long ago, restrained him even
now from acting on his desire.” “Yes,” he reflects after leaving, “what
kept me back was mainly feeling sorry for her over that hip band she
was so embarrassed about.”

Straightforward consideration for the woman again fails to move Kaoru.
Instead the reader’s attention is deflected, as before, away from the
woman’s feelings and toward an object that arouses Kaoru’s delicate
tact and consequent disappointment. The mourning grey and the hip
band,51 not the woman’s resistance, are what frustrate Kaoru’s desire
and so arouse the reader’s sympathy for him—a sympathy all the
greater in this second scene because his desire is even more recklessly
consuming. “He could not imagine not having her,” the narrator says,
but he still asks himself, “How can I possibly have my desire without

51 Kaoru, who should not have discovered the hip band in the first place, does not think
when he finds it, “Good God, she’s pregnant with Niou’s child! I simply can’t go on with
this!” Instead, the narrator’s focus on Nakanokimi’s embarrassment when he finds it
excludes Niou (his friend, her husband) from consideration and reduces the situation solely
to Kaoru and Nakanokimi. Kaoru can then be movingly tactful about an embarrassment
that is very minor in comparison with all that he has ignored.
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causing a scandal?” There is no answer to his question, and his
hopeless longing cries out as ever for pity.

The journey to Uji
No passage in the Uji chapters illustrates the cultivation of pathos
more vividly than Kaoru’s journey to Uji with Ukifune.52 To judge from
a recent conference presentation by Mitamura Masako, many readers
admire this passage particularly.53 However, its main features also
support the argument of this essay.

After taking possession of Ukifune, Kaoru sets out with her the next
morning for Uji. The two occupy the front of the carriage, while the
gentlewoman Jijū and the nun Ben ride in the back. The passage has
been abbreviated as much as possible.

Now that Jijū could see [Kaoru] a little she forgot every demand of
decent manners and gave in to rapt and longing wonder.

[Ukifune] lay face down, dazed by the shock. “The rocky places are
very difficult,” he said and took her in his arms. The silk gauze long
dress hung to divide the carriage glowed in the light of the newly risen
sun, and the nun felt excruciatingly out of place. Ah, she reflected
sadly, it is [Ōigimi] I should have seen like this with [him]!…Her face
puckered up, and…she wept…Jijū thought her perfectly horrid. Why,
she thought, she doesn’t belong here anyway at the happy start of a
marriage! What business does she have blubbering away like that…

[Ukifune] was his now…but under such skies his sense of loss only
mounted, and the further they went into the hills, the more thickly
the mists seemed to rise around him. Their sleeves as he leaned on
an armrest, lost in thought, trailed away out of the carriage, one on
the other, wet with the mists of the river. The scarlet of the gown
looked wrong against the petal blue of the dress cloak: he noticed it
at the top of a steep slope and drew both in.
“Now that she is mine, to keep fresh that memory, how the morning dew

settles in fast-falling drops on these sadly moistened sleeves!”

he murmured…At this the nun only drenched her sleeves the
more…[Her] stifled sniffling started [Kaoru] quietly blowing his nose
as well.

Concern for [Ukifune’s] feelings…prompted him to observe, “It makes
me sad…to think how often I have taken this path over the years. Do

52 TTG, 1002–3; GM 6:94–6.
53 Mitamura, “Genji monogatari no ‘kuruma’ no kūkan.”
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sit up a little…You are so silent!” He made her sit, and the way she
looked shyly out, her face prettily hidden behind her fan, struck him
as remarkably similar [to Ōigimi], except that she seemed all too
worryingly meek and mild. His lost love had had a childlike quality
too, but also what depth of reflection! His sorrow, which still had
nowhere to go, seemed capable of filling the vast, empty heavens.

Jijū’s rapturous glimpses of Kaoru’s beauty introduce the scene. The
silk curtain glows theatrically in the light of the rising sun, and before
it Kaoru takes Ukifune tenderly in his arms to protect her from bumps
and jolts. Ben’s lament for Ōigimi moves the audience to appreciate
Kaoru’s own mood. Then Ben weeps, and Jijū, swept away by romantic
fancies, thinks her “perfectly horrid” for blighting the moment with
her ill-omened tears. The narrative’s mocking attitude toward the old
nun in “Tenarai”54 suggests that, by inviting her audience to share
Jijū’s indignation, the author seeks again to emphasize the depth of
Kaoru’s melancholy.

All goes well as long as the audience sympathizes fully with Kaoru.
However, it is important that the audience’s sympathy should not
wander to include others caught up in his misfortunes. If the young
woman in his arms is not Ōigimi, that is because he failed ever to
possess Ōigimi. The one with him now, Ukifune, means less to him
in her own person than Jijū imagines. He has no intention of
establishing with her a relationship that anyone who matters could
possibly mistake for a marriage; that is why he is taking her to distant
Uji in the first place. No doubt he has been desperate to get her, having
among other things suborned a nun to serve this profane purpose, but
to him she is still only a stand-in for her late half-sister. Ukifune hardly
figures in his thoughts, except as the “doll” of which he once spoke
to Nakanokimi. None of this is very nice, but the point of the scene
is elsewhere. Poor Kaoru is suffering the torments of a noble, ill-fated
love, and “his sorrow…seem[s] capable of filling the vast, empty
heavens.”

Inflated sentiments may collapse suddenly. While melancholy mists
rise around him, Kaoru notes a discordant tint in the sleeves that spill
outside the carriage. The moment recalls the effect of the ice held by
Kaoru’s wife, of the incense smoke and Ōigimi’s mourning grey, and
of Nakanokimi’s hip band. Ukifune’s scarlet over his light blue yields

54 TTG, 1092–3; GM 6:319–21.
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a grey-mauve that reminds him of mourning,55 and in a gesture of
vain struggle against the mood that has already overwhelmed him he
draws the sleeves in. There is no more artfully precious touch in the
whole tale. Then Kaoru murmurs his dewy poem; Ben begins crying
again, to Jijū’s disgust; and her sniffling starts Kaoru himself blowing
his nose. The scene threatens to tip over into self-parody.

Eros and piety
Kaoru’s misfortunes in love spring from one comprehensive misfortune:
that he loves, yearns, desires at all. Even before he loses Ōigimi, his
longing for her represents a loss of his earlier, pure aspiration to a life
of Buddhist piety and practice. One gathers in “Niou Miya” that this
aspiration grew in him because he suspected some irregularity in his
birth and so felt out of place in the world. Too fastidious to accept
the kind of teachers more readily available to him, he at last found
what he sought in the Eighth Prince at Uji: a refined gentleman whom
disappointment with the world had likewise turned, years before, to
Buddhist devotion. It is only after a few years of visiting the Eighth
Prince, to study and discuss the Buddha’s teaching, that Kaoru first
hears the sisters making music together and sees them through a gap
in the fence. Then his troubles begin.

Thereafter Kaoru remains caught between his original hope to lead a
life of renunciation and all the sorrowful distractions of repeatedly
failed love. Many writers on Part Three have noted the prominence of
religious aspiration in these chapters and seen depth in his spiritual
conflict. Konishi Jin’ichi, for example, discerned a pair of themes for
each part of the tale (reality and clear insight; karma and predetermined
suffering; piety and spiritual blindness); wrote that each pair embraces
all the preceding ones; and thus read Part Three as summing up in
Kaoru’s basic dilemma (no doubt prolonged by Ukifune’s) the
fundamental concerns of the entire work.56 His evaluation of Part
Three as a supreme masterpiece therefore corresponds to that of
Takeda Munetoshi, quoted in the Introduction. Mitani Kuniaki summed
up the theme of Part Three, first announced at the start of the Uji
chapters, in the question, “Can a layman lead a truly Buddhist life?”

55 The published Tyler translation (p. 1002) does not make it clear that one of the sleeves
appears to be his and one hers. The translation here has been changed accordingly.
56 Konishi, A History of Japanese Literature 2:333.
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(zoku hijiri to wa kanō ka),57 or, more generally, “Can one really be
in the world but not of it?”

The question may be profound, but not every treatment of it is
necessarily deep. The one in the Uji chapters might go further if Kaoru
were truly a character. As it is, the main functions of his piety are to
arouse the reader’s sympathy for admirable sentiments so unusual in
a young man, especially one as attractive as he, and to act as a foil
for his hapless ventures into the realm of desire. His professed
indifference to worldly concerns so absorbing to others, and his
nostalgia for a purely spiritual life, invite one to feel sorry for him when
cruel passion and circumstance entangle him nonetheless in profane
suffering.

If the author’s treatment of the theme Mitani proposed were convincing
psychologically, this where that psychology might begin to show, but
it never does. Nothing changes. Just as generous Kaoru and angrily
self-pitying Kaoru alternate in intimate scenes without ever actually
meeting, pious Kaoru and love-struck Kaoru blink on and off in
alternating colors. There is no struggle, no evolution, only an endlessly
renewed invitation to feel sorry for him.

Even Kaoru’s discovery of the truth about his birth goes nowhere.
“Niou Miya,” the first chapter of Part Three, describes him as deeply
anxious about this matter, which

was always on his mind…What did happen? he often wondered. Why
was I born to such constant anxiety? If only I was enlightened like
Prince Zengyō, when he asked himself the same sort of thing!

What can it all mean, and whom have I to question? What is my secret,
when I myself do not know whence I come or where I go?

But there was no one to give him an answer.58

Then he learns the truth (“Hashihime”), and the chapter ends with him
expecting to “reflect on [it] in every way.”59 However, he does not.
Citing this blank as evidence of the repetition, as distinguished from
development, characteristic of the Uji chapters, Mitani mentioned the
only visible consequence of Kaoru’s discovery. It appears in
“Shiigamoto,” just after the Eighth Prince’s death. Having talked again

57 Mitani, “Genji monogatari daisanbu no hōhō,” 87. Zoku hijiri (“a holy man in lay life”)
is an expression used in the text to describe the Eighth Prince.
58 TTG, 787; GM 5:23–4.
59 TTG, 846; GM 5:166.
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to Ben, who told him the whole story and gave him the letters
exchanged by his mother and his real father, Kaoru assumes

that since old women are always such gossips, she must at least have
told the tale to her bashful mistresses, even if she had not simply
blurted it out to everyone, and this was no doubt so galling and
embarrassing that he considered it reason enough to make sure that
neither sister went to anyone else.60

What really concerns him therefore is to make sure that no one else
finds out. Ensuring both sisters’ silence could constitute for him reason
enough to keep both for himself.

This sharp focus on self-interest, to the exclusion of all other
considerations, is not implausible. Such thoughts flit through anyone’s
mind. After learning the truth of his birth, a psychologically conceived
Kaoru would begin an internal debate of which this would probably
be an element. Naturally he would fear the consequences if everyone
were to learn whose son he really is, but he would also recoil from
knowingly disavowing his true father and living a conscious lie before
the world. Such thoughts would occur to anyone in his position, in
any time or place, and certainly in Heian Japan.61

Two similar situations figure in Part One of the tale. Upon learning
that his true father is Genji (“Usugumo”), the Reizei emperor trembles
at the thought that he has never honored Genji enough and seeks to
remedy that lapse immediately. In the second, Tamakazura and Genji
have always known that Tamakazura’s father is Tō no Chūjō, but
when Genji brings her to live on his Rokujō estate (“Tamakazura”), he
presents her to the world as his own daughter—in other words, as a
Minamoto, like himself. However, she is really a Fujiwara. Genji knows
that the truth will come out in the end, and this certainty affects his
planning for her future. There will come a time when she simply must
be able openly to honor the Fujiwara ancestral shrine (“Miyuki”).62

Kaoru’s discovery means the same change from Minamoto to Fujiwara,
since his real father was Tō no Chūjō’s son. However, Kaoru never
gives the matter a thought, nor does inner debate ever take place.
Instead, the narrator drops the matter so completely that one suspects
her, too, of having forgotten about it. Reflecting on some remarks

60 TTG, 860; Kaoru describes his feelings to Ben in these terms.
61 Mitani (“Genji monogatari daisanbu no hōhō,” 96) cited the fact that discovering the
secret of his birth has no influence on Kaoru, psychological or otherwise, as further evidence
that Kaoru is not psychologically conceived.
62 TTG, 502; GM 3:295–6.
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made about Kaoru by Genji’s daughter (the Akashi Empress), the
narrator says in “Kagerō,” “It was true that she and [Kaoru] were
brother and sister [on-harakara naredo], but she was still somewhat
in awe of him.”63 The problem has vanished, and Kaoru is now Genji’s
son. Kaoru’s natural fragrance, so prominent in the opening chapters
of Part Three, eventually vanishes, too. First mentioned in “Niou Miya,”
it is Kaoru’s somewhat rarefied counterpart to Genji’s light, and it
marks him, too, as exceptional. Insisting on his beauty, grace, and
dignity, “Takekawa” describes him as favored by all, just as Genji had
been at that age. The fragrance appears in passing as late as
“Azumaya,” when some gentlewomen associate it with his reputation
for piety.64 However, when Niou impersonates Kaoru (“Ukifune”) in
order to make love to Ukifune, no one in the house, not even Ukifune
herself, notices that the gentleman who claims to be Kaoru and imitates
Kaoru’s voice lacks the scent that always used to give Kaoru’s
presence away.

Kaoru’s birth and his scent: these ancillary matters seem to have
dropped out once the author had him fully established as a pathetic
hero caught between renunciation and desire, kindness and cruel
circumstance. Mitani Kuniaki is not alone in having pointed out that
his plight never changes. Suzuki Hideo, too, wrote that the method
adopted throughout is to keep Kaoru in equilibrium between attachment
to the profane world and emancipation from it, adding that this method
explains many obvious manipulations of the plot.65 But what does it
achieve?

The secret of Kaoru’s birth and his scent both hark back to Genji. As
the Uji chapters progress, however, this entanglement with Genji’s
memory becomes less and less meaningful. Busy with his own troubles
and, in the background, rising steadily in the world, Kaoru comes to
stand on his own. By the time he and the Akashi Empress are simply
“brother and sister,” he has become less a successor to Genji than,
in “Ukifune” and beyond, a major figure in a brilliantly melodramatic
thriller featuring suspense, intrigue, agonizing love, death, supernatural
intervention, mystery, and so on. Sometimes even Kaoru’s soft appeal

63 TTG, 1066; GM 6:1066.
64 TTG, 998; GM 6:54–5. Regarding the way the women associate Kaoru’s fragrance
with that of the Medicine King in the Lotus Sutra, Hyōdō Hiromi remarked that this makes
the tale told in the Uji chapters a very “cynical” one (Hyōdō, “Monogatari no katarite to
sei,” 87).
65 Suzuki Hideo, “Uji no monogatari no shudai,” 367. Suzuki further suggested (375) that
Ōigimi’s death itself is required in order to preserve this balance.
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drops away, as when he orders a sort of thug boss to post guards
around the house at Uji (“Ukifune”). However, his preoccupation with
renunciation on the one hand, and the call of desire on the other,
continue unresolved to the end of the book, apparently so that noble,
unwavering aspiration should to the end render his profane sorrows
as poignant as they can possibly be.

In the end the story threatens to burst the bounds of this invariant
method. By “Yume no ukihashi,” the last chapter, Kaoru’s profane
desires seem to have mastered him. As once in “Ukifune” he had the
nun Ben act as a procuress for him, he now appeals to Yokawa no
Sōzu, the greatest healer of his time, to deliver Ukifune again into his
hands. “It would be a sin for me to play any such part in bringing you
to her,” Yokawa no Sōzu replies, even though by this time the Ukifune
affair has seriously compromised him as well. But Kaoru claims
innocence.

[Kaoru] smiled. “I am mortified that my request should seem to you
to carry the danger of sin. I myself hardly understand how I can have
lived this long as a layman…I take care never to do what the Buddha
forbids, to the extent that I understand these things, and at heart I
am no less than a holy man myself. How could I possibly place myself
at risk of sin in so trivial a matter?”…

His Reverence nodded his assent. “Your intentions are most
praiseworthy,” he said.66

Overwhelmed by Kaoru’s rank and (despite Kaoru’s protestations) by
the evident urgency of his desire, Yokawa no Sōzu has no choice but
at least to seem to believe him. However, it is difficult to take
seriously—indeed, to accept as meaning anything at all—the idea that
even now Kaoru should represent himself as “at heart…no less than
a holy man.”

Conclusion
This experiment in grasping the figure of Kaoru from the perspective
of literary artifice rather than psychology has highlighted several distinct
differences between Part Three of the tale and the two parts that
precede it. It has argued that Part Three develops the motif of
surrogacy beyond anything seen earlier and gives it a new character
that tends to depersonalize the surrogate. It has discussed the
characters’ isolation from one another and suggested a connection
between this isolation and plot manipulation by the author. It has also

66 TTG, 1115; GM 6:256
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detected in the Uji chapters a recurring flavor of mocking humor. In
Kaoru’s case it has analyzed the isolation even of separate aspects of
the same character and treated it as a technique designed to achieve
ever-renewed pathetic effects. Finally, it has similarly interpreted
Kaoru’s vacillation between religious aspiration and erotic desire less
as a searching treatment of this theme than as a device to heighten
his sentimental appeal, and it has noted that this vacillation continues
unchanged all the way to the end of the book.

In contrast, Parts One and Two follow the trajectory of a hero’s life
shaped from within and without not only by the background passage
of the years, but by such integrated issues as pride, ambition, desire,
and ever-changing public as well as private circumstance. Unlike Genji,
Kaoru never engages visibly in any political or interpersonal struggle,
even with his rival Niou, and his position at court (to which he
repeatedly professes indifference) is never threatened. As presented
to the reader, he has no ambition; he merely floats upward. Good
intentions or not, his pride shows more in petulance than in
magnificence. Knowing that the Eighth Prince’s two recognized
daughters far outrank unrecognized Ukifune, he treats Ukifune
accordingly. Even from Ōigimi, however, he has neither political nor
material advantage to gain. She has no relationship to his society,
hence no practical standing in it and no wealth.67 His interest in her
lacks all the grosser elements that give substance to Genji’s affairs.
In this way his private troubles are utterly sequestered from his public
world, and with them the author beads the thread of a life that simply
runs on passively with time.

This reading of Kaoru by no means achieves a comprehensive grasp
of the elusive subject it set out to discuss, and it claims to convey
only one possible perspective among many. There are more intriguing
things about Part Three than any single study could conceivably
acknowledge. A few emerged in “The Possibility of Ukifune,” and “Pity
Poor Kaoru” has brought out a few more. However, the character of
Part Three, and the relationship between the separate parts of the
tale, will always remain a matter of debate.

67 Haraoka, Genji monogatari no jinbutsu to hyōgen: sono ryōgiteki tenkai, 449.
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